
Fuse5 Training Materials

Product Management

Vendor Invoice Reconciliation (VIR)

Vendor Invoice Reconciliations are part of the overall Accounts Payable process that many 
organizations use.  This step in the Accounts Payable process allows you to compare what you received 
from the vendor compared to what they are billing you for.  Additionally, if integrated with 
QuickBooks it will allow you to push A/P and a bill to the specific vendor for which you are doing the 
VIR.

1. Vendor Invoice Reconciliation can be found under PRODUCT MANAGEMENT > VENDOR 
INVOICE RECONCILIATION LIST or CREATE VENDOR INVOICE RECONCILIATION

2. You can review previous VIRs under the Vendor Invoice Reconciliation listing page 

3. You can create a new VIR under Create Vendor Invoice Reconciliation or by using the 
orange + button at the top right of the listing page

4. Vendor Name – select the appropriate vendor
5. Vendor Invoice Number – Fuse5 does not care what number you put here.  Suggest using the 

number associated with the invoice received from the vendor.  You can also import an invoice 
from a spreadsheet (Import Vendor Invoice) or one that you have previously created under 
VENDORS > VENDOR INVOICES (These will be available using the drop down arrow next 
to the Vendor Invoice Number option.

Importing a vendor invoice:
      a.  Browse for and select the vendor invoice and hit the NEXT button.
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b.  Enter the vendor name and map the appropriate columns from your spreadsheet.  Invoice 
number, LINE code, part number are mandatory.  Purchase Order Number MUST be entered if 
you want to ensure that the Received quantities in Fuse5 match up appropriately with the 
quantities on the invoice.  Suggest adding Shipped Qty, Cost Price, and core information if 
necessary.

The following fields should be mapped when entering an invoice (If Available):
a. Core Price
b. Core Qty
c. Cost Price
d. Invoice Date
e. Invoice Number
f.  Line Code
g. PO Number
h. Product Number
I.  Return Tracking #
j.  Shipped Qty
k. Vendor Name
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c.  You can save your mapping using the “save as custom mapping” option and access it later if 
the spreadsheet you get from a particular vendor is consistently designed.
d.  Hit Import Now, and look for the following results....

e.  Hit the IMPORT SUCCESSFUL, CLOSE WINDOW button at the top of the screen

        f.  The invoice should now be available from the drop down of available invoices on the Create 
Vendor Invoice Reconciliation page.

Troubleshooting Tips When Importing Vendor Invoices:

• Imported information should be in columns.  If there is summary information such as total cost, 
grand total, etc. you should delete it from the spreadsheet you intend to import.  See yellow 
highlighted example in the diagram below.

• You MUST have an invoice number and it will probably be common that you need to either add 
it to the spreadsheet or add it to each line.  See green highlighted example in the diagram below.

• All vendor invoices that you create will remain selectable in the drop down on CREATE 
VENDOR INVOICE RECONCILIATION page.  The only way to remove them from the drop 
down is to go to PROJECT MANAGEMENT > VENDORS > VENDOR INVOICES.  You will 
then be at the vendor invoice listings page.  You can delete vendor invoices from this page and 
they will no longer show up on the CREATE VENDOR INVOICE page.  Once you have 
completed the VIR you no longer need the invoice saved separately. 
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• We have found that some vendors put cores on a separate line than their products in invoice 
spreadsheets.  It is important to get all the product information on one line, with a separate 
column for core quantity and cost.

….......back to creating a VIR....................

6. Load Receiving data based on -  Receipt by Date, Receipt by Number, Purchase Order by 
Date, or Purchase Order by Number.  All 4 options will bring up all outstanding receipts or 
Purchase Orders (meaning they have been received in full)   (you CANNOT choose either of 
theses option until you have entered a vendor invoice number....if you have trouble clicking on 
one after putting in a number, troubleshoot by clicking onto a blank space on your screen, then 
trying to select)

7. Open receipts or Purchase Orders will populate once you have made the previous selection. You 
can choose 1,2,...up to all of them by either checking the appropriate box or using the 
“select/deselect all” buttons.
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8. Get reconciliation form – click this button once you have made all the above selections
9. PRODUCT – to include LINE CODE and product # populates at the far left.

           Additionally, this is where you will find the PARTIAL RECONCILIATION functionality -  If 
you are only doing invoice reconciliation for some of the parts on the PO, RGN, or receipt and want to 
ensure that this PO, RGN, or receipt is available to have vendor invoice reconciliation done in the 
future for other parts, choose the Partial Reconciliation check box. Doing so will eliminate any 
discrepancy based on quantity because it is assumed you will do reconciliation on the remaining parts 
for the selected line item in the future. This would generally be used if you receive multiple invoices 
from a vendor for the same Purchase Order and you reconcile partial quantities from a specific line 
item during both instances of reconciliation. 

This is available for all users without adjusting any settings and is a required part of Vendor Invoice 
Reconciliation.  It is intended to add flexibility to users that received separate invoices for the same 
parts on a PO or from a single instance of receiving.
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10. FROM RECEIVING – this is the information populated in Fuse5 from your receiving 
activities (to include receive by part and by PO).

11. FROM INVOICE – using the vendor invoice you will want to both confirm quantities (under 
QTY shipped) and the BILL COST.  You can either do individual items or use the “Match” box 
to select all products and match the from invoice cost to the from receiving cost. 
Recommendation is that you review the products individually.
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12. RECONCILIATION – this shows the cost variance between what you documented at 
receiving and what the vendor invoice indicates the vendor is trying to charge you.

13. Adding Freight costs:  You should add a product for freight.  Line Code FRT, Product Number 
FREIGHT.  You can add this line to any VIR to represent the shipping costs associated with that 
vendor.

     Adding Freight:  If you are adding freight it can be added as a single line item or added & 
distributed by PO Number.  The steps for distributing the freight over multiple PO Numbers are as 
follows:

1. Ensure all the line items for the PO you are adding freight for have been “matched”.
2. Click the “Add more line item entry” button at the bottom left of the VIR page.
3. Put the product number for the freight product you have added to Fuse5. (If you haven't created 

a freight product you must do so prior to distributing on a VIR).  By hitting enter after adding 
your freight product number you may have to choose from a drop down if you have multiple 
products with the same name.  Ensure you are using line code FRT.

4. Put in the PO number you are distributing freight for (Case Sensitive).
5. Enter a quantity of 1 in the Qty Received column.
6. Enter the $ amount in the RCVD Cost column.
7. Check the “match” box.  The PO # will auto fill and the $ amount you entered should show in 

green above the “Distribute FRT Cost” check box.
8. Check the box next to “Distribute FRT Cost”.  The $ amount should disappear and be 

distributed among the products from that PO based on their “Bill Cost”.
9. Distributing freight among all products WILL affect your average landed cost.  Any changes to 

product pricing will automatically affect average landed cost when the VIR is saved.
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        14.   Select Vendor for Shipping Charges or Duty.  When you complete the VIR a bill will push 
through to your financial software (if you are integrated).  Normally, the entire invoice will push as a 
Bill in your financial software to the vendor the VIR is created for.  If you have situations in which you 
pay part of an invoice to different vendors (primarily shipping or duty fees) you can use Fuse5 to push 
separate bills.   

The first step in setting your Fuse5 up for this is to map discrepancy CoAs in the QB set up.  This can 
be found at PERSONAL & ADMIN > SETTINGS > QUICKBOOKS SETTINGS > MAP 
DISCREPANCY

Once you have created the discrepancy accounts when adding either freight (FRT) line code, or duty 
(TAX) line code to a VIR you will have the option to select a vendor.......

When you click on “Select Vendor” you will get the following pop up............use this to choose the 
vendor that the separate payment goes to and the Chart of Account you need it pushed to.

When you finalize the VIR, you should see a separate bill pushed for the overall parts vendor as well as 
for additional freight or duty vendors if you have selected them.  The vendor for freight or duty will 
show up on the line in which you created it.
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          15. Terms, Special Terms, and Pushing Discrepancies to your financial software:

Terms:  At the bottom of the VIR you are able to change the “Terms” for a particular vendor invoice.  
This field will default to the “Terms” that you have set in the vendor record which should match what 
you have in your financial software.  If the “Terms” on a given VIR are your standard “Terms” with the 
vendor, no action is required.  If you have different terms on the VIR you are working on you can 
choose the alternate terms and this will push to your financial software creating a BILL with the 
selected terms.

Special Terms:  This allows you to take an invoice and break the payments into equal portions with 
separate due dates.  Once saved it will create separate bills in your financial software.

Push Discrepancy to QB Account (If any):   This allows you to choose the CoA (Chart of Accounts) 
in your financial software that you want to push any discrepancies too.  These would need to be set up 
under PERSONAL & ADMIN > SETTINGS > QUICKBOOKS SETTINGS > MAP DISCREPANCY 
(see pic below).  If you only have one CoA mapped in the Quickbook settings, then it will default to 
that account when doing VIR.

When doing Vendor Invoice Reconciliations you can now select the chart of accounts you want a 
discrepancy to push to in Quick Books. There is now a drop down field titled 'Push Discrepancy To QB 
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Account (If any) :' at the bottom of the create VIR page. This will allow you to select the CoA you want 
any discrepancy you have to push to. You can also add discrepancy types from the create VIR page by 
clicking on '+ Add Discrepancy Type'.

Also, an additional Quick Books field has been added to the Quick Books settings page to manage your 
discrepancy types. The new field is called 'Map Discrepancy', it allows you to view, update, add and 
delete your discrepancy types.

Discounts:  When completing a VIR, you have the ability to add a discount.  In addition to entering a 
discount amount, you can choose to push it to a specific Chart of Account (CoA) in Quickbooks.  

You can create the discrepancy type and choose the CoA directly from the VIR interface by clicking on 
the + Add Discount Type button.  You will get the following pop up which allows you to give a name to 
the discount type and identify which CoA you want it to push to.  (Note: Ensure that you use a CoA that 
you either have or create for this purpose in Quickbooks.  Match the name and the name only of the 
CoA.  Fuse5 doesn't care about the CoA number.  This should be an Expense Chart of Account in 
Quickbooks)
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       16.  Choosing the QuickBooks Class when doing VIR.   The first class setting is the QB CLASS 
FOR VIR which is directly above the Terms in the bottom of VIR, when a user pushes terms, they want 
all the vendor terms to push with a "Corporate" class. The terms are where they say there's a "discount" 
for early-payment (like net 10 2%), meaning if they pay their vendor in 5-days, they get a 2% discount, 
which they are noting during VIR "terms" selection.    If a user wants all terms and discounts associated 
with terms pushing to QB with a single class you would use this drop down. . Even though the VIR is 
done for multiple locations, the user may want all to push to the “Corporate” class and not other 
locations.   Most users do NOT do it like this and would NOT want this.  The default would be to the 
class associated with the location you are doing the VIR for and would not require any selection here. 

The second class setting is associated with any discount received that was noted during VIR.  There is 
another drop-down box only for Discount, if user selects any Class for Discount then it will push with 
Discount QB class otherwise it will push based on above drop-down box of QB Class. 

In order to use the class functionality you would need to go into the QuickBooks integration page and 
set up the QB classes you want available when doing VIR.
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17.  What happens if the cost from receiving doesn't match the cost from the invoice?  The 
answer is you will receive a pop up box that allows you to make the decision as to whether or 
not you want to overwrite a cost field.  You choose which locations you want this to affect and 
can overwrite current cost, avg landed cost, alternate 1,2, or 3 cost field.  The decision is based 
on how you have set up your sell price plans and what your accounting looks like in Quick 
Books. (NOTE: You do NOT need to choose the avg landed cost – any changes to cost on the 
VIR will AUTOMATICALLY affect the average landed cost in the product record)

There is a custom setting called VIR Costs Pop-Up Behavior that is available in the OTHER section of 
custom settings.   If you are going to adjust pricing when doing Vendor Invoice Reconciliations, do you 
want to change pricing for only the location you are doing the reconciliation for or for all of your 
locations? If only for your location choose CURRENT LOCATION. If you want to update for all 
locations, choose ALL LOCATIONS. This setting changes the default behavior of the VIR Costs Pop-
Up that you receive when saving a Vendor Invoice Reconciliation (VIR). As always users may 
manually change the locations where costs are being updated in this pop-up, this setting only changes 
the locations that are chosen by default." 
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Receipt vs. Purchase Order

The purchase order number is assigned when the PO is created and follows the PO throughout its 
lifespan in Fuse5.  The receipt number is generated by Fuse5 / chosen by you the user at the point of 
receiving.  Whereas a PO number will always only contain products from the original PO (or products 
appended to it at the point of receiving), a receipt number will be specific to each instance of saving an 
instance of receiving in Fuse5.  One instance of receiving may contain products from multiple Purchase 
Orders.  How you manage doing your Vendor Invoice Reconciliation, based on either receipts or 
purchase orders is up to the user and how you do business.

Once you have completed the VIR and hit SAVE the information will automatically be pushed through 
to Quick Books and update the appropriate accounting tables.

Vendor Invoice Reconciliations can be created using previously loaded vendor invoices.  These can be 
either manually entered or imported electronicly from your vendor if available. 
    
Importing must be done from the “Vendor Invoices” listing page using the import button.
The function to manually enter a vendor invoice is under PRODUCT MANAGEMENT > VENDORS 
> VENDOR INVOICES.  Using the Create button you can create a vendor invoice.  You must enter the 
vendor name, invoice date, and the invoice number (from the vendor).  Once done with this you will 
get a list of any outstanding PO Numbers that have not been reconciled broken out by line and product 
with the quantities ordered.

When you check the box next to the product, the product will populate under Product Details towards 
the bottom of the page.  At this point you can enter Shipped Qty as well as prices from the vendor 
invoice.  Once you have updated all the information from your vendor invoice you can “save” the 
vendor invoice to Fuse5 with the SAVE button  (NOTE: You MUST delete any blank lines).  Once 
“saved” it is still available for further editing until you have actually completed a VIR.

Once you have completed creating a vendor invoice in Fuse5 and return to creating a vendor invoice 
reconciliation, the previously entered vendor invoice number will be available in the drop down box 
when the same vendor is picked.  You can now select the vendor invoice number you previously 
created.

At this point you would select the appropriate Open Purchase Orders.  The “From Invoice” section of 
the VIR will not be populated.

The rest of the process is similar to that described in the opening section of this document.
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